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ABSTRACT

In 1991 a proposal by the Iowa State University experimental nuclear physics group
entitled "Relativistic Heavy Ion Physics" was funded by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office
of Energy Research, for a three-year period beginning November 15, 1991. This is a progress
report for the period May 1992 through April 1993.

In the first section, entitled "Purpose and Trends", we give some background on the
recent trends in our research program and its evolution from an emphasis on nuclear structure
physics to its present emphasis on relativistic heavy ion and RHIC physics. The next section,
entitled "Physics Research Progress", is divided into four parts. First, we discuss our
participation in the program to develop a large detector named PHENIX for the RHIC
accelerator. Second, we discuss joining E864 at the AGS accelerator and our role in that
experiment. Third, we outline progress made in the study of electromagnetic dissociation
(ED). A highlight of this endeavor is an experiment carried out with the t97Au beam from the
AGS accelerator in April 1992. Fourth, we discuss progress in completion of our nuclear
structure studies. In the final section a list of publications, invited talks and contributed talks
is given.
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PURPOSE AND TRENDS

The primary emphasis of the Iowa State University experimental nuclear physics
program is the study of nuclear matter under extreme conditions of temperature and density
by means of relativistic heavy ion collisions. This new emphasis began in July 1990 when we
joined a collaboration to build a di-muon detector for the RHIC accelerator at Brookhaven.
Later, as detector planning evolved, we joined together with others to build a large detector
named PHENIX for RHIC. PHENIX will emphasize the study of photons and di-leptons
produced in relativistic hea,,y ion collisions with a major motivation being to produce and
detect signals from the quark-gluon plasma (QGP).

The major effort of our group will be to design and implement the first-level trigger
for PHENIX in collaboration with the Engineering Services Group of the USDOE Ames
Laboratory. That group has extensive relevant experience since they designed the data
acquisition system for the Hadro_ Projection Chamber on the DELPHI detector at the LEP
collider at CERN. We also have participated in the RD 10/45 R&D experiment at the AGS
accelerator whose purpose is to measure the transport properties of hadrons and muons in
various absorbers. We also will be involved in the R&D program at the AGS test beam in
Summer 1993.

A second aspect of our program involves the search for strange matter and antinuclei
with the 11 GeV/nucleon Au beam from the AGS accelerator. This is a new initiative on our

part and also provides us with the opportunity to be involved in a large scale relativistic heavy
ion experiment and "do some physics" before RHIC comes on line near the end of the decade.
In March 1993 we were invited to join the E864 collaboration to participate in an experiment
entitled "Measurements of Rare Composite Objects and High Sensitivity Searches for Novel
Forms of Matter Produced in High Energy Heavy Ion Collisions". This experiment is
scheduled to start running at the AGS in 1994. Our role in the experiment is to design and
build the late-energy trigger which must be operational for taking data in 1995.

A third aspect of our program is the study of electromagnetic dissociation (ED). ED
is a process in relativistic heavy ion reactions in which intense electromagnetic fields excite the
nucleus through the exchange of virtual photons. ED is predicted to strongly dominate
ultrarelativistic heavy ion reactions with heavy projectiles (due to the very intense
electromagnetic pulse produced by ultrarelativistic heavy ions), thus it has important
implications for the design of experiments and the next generation of heavy ion colliders. A
proposal, AGS experiment E862, by our group to extend our ED studies using the 11
GeV/nucleon 197Aubeam from the AGS-booster accelerator, was approved in June 1990 and
initial running was carried our at the AGS in April 1992. In April 1993 a proposal by us to
measure ED at the CERN-SPS was approved as experiment NA53 and will run in 1995 L'sing
the 160 GeV/nucleon 2°Spb beam.



In view of our new commitment to relativistic heavy ion physics with future experiments
at RHIC as the centerpiece of our program, we are phasing out our efforts in nuclear
structure physics. Our final effort in that regard is toward completion of the dissertation of
Mr. Vo by the end of 1993.

In this report we outline progress made from May 1992 through April 1993. The grant
covers the three-year period from November 15, 1991 to November 14, 1994. Progress
expected in the next year and our plans for the future are outlined in a proposal for funding
of the third year (November 15, 1993 to November 14, 1994) of our three-year grant.



PHYSICS RESEARCH PROGRESS

A. Participation in RHIC Detector Development

The participation of the Iowa State experimental nuclear physics group with RHIC
began in July 1990 when we joined the collaboration to build a di-muon detector. Along with
many of our colleagues from the di-muon collaboration, we subsequently joined the larger
collaboration to design and build the PHENIX detector which will emphasize the study of di-
leptons and photons.

We also joined the PHOBOS detector collaboration, but in view of our major
responsibilities in the PHENIX project, we withdrew from PHOBOS in February 1993.
The Iowa State group has the major responsibility for designing and implementing the first-
level trigger for the PHENIX detector. The concept for such a role began in October 1990
when Glenn Young (ORNL) visited Ames to join us in discussions with Harold Skank and Bill
Thomas of the Ames Laboratory Engineering Services Group (ESG). The ESG is uniquely
suited to work on electronics for PHENIX due to their experience in developing the data
acquisition system for the hadron projection chamber (HPC) for the DELPHI detector at the
LEP collider at CERN. In April 1992 Glenn Young and Leo Paffrath (BNL) visited Ames
for two days to discuss the role of our group in electronics and triggering for PHENIX. In
March 1993 we hosted at Ames a meeting of the PHENIX Online group for discussions of
trigger and data acquisition issues.

The Iowa State group joined the RD-45 experiment which was funded through R&D
funds for RHIC. The goal of this experiment was to measure leakage of hadrons through a
series of filters upstream from a muon detector. The experiments were carried out using test
beams from the AGS accelerator of particles (p,'n',l_,e) in the momentum range from 1 to 10
GeV/c. Hill, Wohn, and our graduate student Ewell participated in both the preparations for
and running of the RD-45 experiment in Summer 1992.

2. Progress in the PHENIX Level-1 Trigger Design

The major contribution to the PHENIX detector effort by the Iowa State Group will
be the level-1 trigger. We have formed the Ames Trigger Group, which consists at present of
4 physicists (2 Principal Investigators, 1 postdoe, and 1 grad student) and 4 electronics
engineers (3 Ames Lab staff and 1 grad student). The Ames Trigger Group will cover all
aspects of the Level-1 Trigger for PHENIX - design, prototype testing, production, assembly
and final testing at RHIC. Our group, the level-2 trigger group, and the data acquisition group
are the three major components of the PHENIX Collaboration's Online Group, which is
headed by Glenn Young (ORNL).

The level-1 trigger is crucial to the experimental program at PHENIX. Only events
that pass one (or more) of the various level-1 triggers will be retained for further analysis by



the level-2 trigger. Therefore the level-1 trigger philosophy is to accept as many events as
possible that can be classified as candidates for interesting physics. Rejection of some of the
level-1 candidates by the level-2 trigger (or by higher levels) can be done on the basis on
tighter restrictions and/or different algorithms than those used at level 1. However, the level-1
trigger must be able to control the rate of accepted events in order to allow the entire system,
from level 1 until the final output to data tapes, to digest the incoming data stream without
suffering deadtime losses. This is accomplished for the PHENIX detector by selecting a
pipeline architecture. The level-1 trigger follows a "clock-based" pipeline, where eacb clock tick
is the ll2-ns beam crossing rate. The depth of the level-1 pipeline will be 32 ticks, or 3.58 _s.
Subsequently, the level-2 trigger follows an "event-based" pipeline, where only events accepted
at level 1 are allowed to enter the event pipeline.

Six of the detectors that make up the PHENIX detector will be used in the level-I
trigger. The six detectors are Beam-Beam, Silicon MVD (Multiplicity Vertex Detector), RICH
(Ring Imaging Cherenkov), TOF (Time of Flight), EMCal (Electromagnetic Calorimeter) and
Muon ID (Identifier) detectors. None of the tracking detectors (drift and pad chambers) will
be used at level 1 because of the inherently slow speed of such detectors. For charged
particles, this means that no momentum information can be used at level 1, since determining
momenta requires tracking information. However, the main objective of the level-1 trigger is
to identify the events that have candidates of interest, and for this tracking is not necessary.
The phrase "candidates of interest" means the combinations of particles for physics of interest,
thus combinations such as electron pairs, muon pairs, hadrons, and photons. The level-1
trigger will use the TOF trigger to select hadron candidates, with additional information from
the Beam-Beam detector about whether there is a valid start time (from Beam-Beam) to
permit an accurate time-of-flight measurement using the TOF stop time. Photon candidates
will be identified by the EMCal, and muon candidates by the Muon ID. Both the RICH and
the EMCal will be used to identify electron candidates.

Since the most interesting events are central-collisions that have high multiplicity, the
level-1 trigger will generate multiplicity information from both the Silicon MVD and the
EMCal. A sum over the MVD of charged particle hits will give one, and the other will be a
sum, over the four EMCAL walls, of the total energy (which, due to the rapidity covered by
the EMCal is mainly the transverse energy Et). They give two alternatives for determining the
"centrality" of a collision.

Control of the data rate will be accomplished in the level-1 trigger by using, in
conjunction with the combinations of particle candidates, different prescale factors for
different multiplicity ranges. To pick a simple example, there will be a trigger called Photon-1
that accepts single photons above a relatively high energy threshold, such as 2-3 GeV. That
is, if any one of the 7000 EMCal trigger units (4x4 arrays of PMT towers) were to have an
energy above the threshold, then that event would be kept, provided it would also pass the
prescale requirement. With binary prescale factors 2N, only 1 of each 2 N events passes the
prescale requirement. Thus, to select every photon means the factor N must be 0. However,
if this were to be done for the Photon-1 trigger, the rate of accepted events would be too high
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without imposing multiplicity prescaling.

By using prescale factors on "global" parameters such as multiplicity, we expect to be
able to "flatten out" the number of events accepted for the selected multiplicity ranges. Our
plan for using prescalers for each of the level-1 triggers permits us to obtain "sampling mode"
data of various types. This means that the number of triggers will be in the range of 100-200,
in order to permit several values of multiplicity-prescale combinations for each of the particle
combinations of interest. Normalization-type triggers with less restrictions would be included,
but with high prescale factors. (For example, "Min Bias" events could be kept at a very large
prescale factor such as 22°.)

In addition to the obvious particle candidate types, such as 2 (or more) electrons in the
RICH or 2 (or more) muons in the Muon ID, there are some less obvious types that must also
be included in the level-1 triggers. One is the electron-muon combination that is needed in
order to determine the substantial contributions from "open charm" decays to the observed
dilepton channels (e.e and I_+ls). It is worth noting here that, due to combinatorics (such as
an electron from each of 2 different decays) we need to accept all 2-electron combinations
(e+e . and ee as well as e+e and ee+). This is implicit in all level-1 triggers since there is no
selection at level 1 on a particle's charge.

Chapter 11 of the PHENIX CDR (Conceptual Design Report) provides a detailed
discussion of the various level-1 triggers we have designed. The level-1 trigger discussion
comprises CDR pages 11-41 to 11-66 and is provided in the Appendix to this report. The
initial cost estimate for the level-1 trigger was clone by us in conjunctibn with PHENIX
management, in particular with Leo Paffrath (Project Engineer) and Glenn Young (Deputy
Project Director). A total construction cost for the level-1 trigger of $1.2M was estimated.

3. Progress with PHENIX Detector Simulations

Dr. Athan Petridis was hired in July 1992 to initiate at ISU an involvement with the
PHENIX detector simulations. Since our involvement as a trigger group would be with the
entire detector, Dr. Petridis' first task was to develop the capability for running the PISA
(PHENIX Integrated Simulation Application) detector simulation program (from Professor
C. Maguire of Vanderbilt) and install a UNIX version of it on the network of UNIX
workstations at ISU. Dr. Petridis found it necessary to develop modifications to the code to
make it produce data suitable for the trigger algorithms we had developed.

The modified PISA code has been used so far to examine the performance of two
PHENIX detector subsystems- the Muon ID and the RICH. For the Muon ID, simulations
were run to determine the minimal number of detection planes that need to be instrumented,
and the optimal location of these planes. When the choice of 3 active planes was made by the
collaboration, the simulations were used to determine the efficiency of muon detection as a
function of muon energy. We found out that the muon acceptance of the muon detector
begins to drop sharply as the muon energy falls below 2 GeV.



The trigger level-1 algorithm for the RICH detector uses PMT modules (a module is
a 5x5 array of PMTs) in a tiling scheme to detect the Cherenkov rings that are formed on the
focal plane of the mirrors of the RICH detector. A modification was made to produce from
PISA the data needed to test our RICH algorithm. Dr. Petridis then wrote a separate code
to test the algorithm as a function of its threshold and the position of an electron ring on the
RICH array. This required developing a code to generate an isotopic distribution of single
electrons over an arm of the RICH detector. The original RICH algorithm was evaluated by
use of these simulations, which suggested an extension to the original algorithm to provide a
nearly perfect 100% counting of single electrons with essentially no overcounting. (Without
the extension, overcounting of electrons was unacceptably large and could have misled the
RICH level-1 trigger into thinking an event had two electrons when only one actually hit the
RICH.) This significant improvement of the RICH algorithm could not have been readily
deduced without the trigger simulation tests.

Additional tests of the RICH algorithm are currently nearing completion. They involve
testing the high transverse-momentum limit of the RICH level-1 trigger algorithm to resolve
and count two closely spaced electrons. We need to know the maximum transverse momentum
that a particle, such as a vector meson, can have such that its decay into an e*e pair is
detected by the RICH detector. In this case, the high transverse-momentum limit implies a
minimum opening-angle for the RICH level-1 algorithm. The tests, although as yet
incomplete, indicate no difficulty until transverse momenta above about 20 GeV/c are reached
for the J/_ meson. This is large enough not to be a significant factor in using the RICH to
study the e +e decays of the vector mesons. The sensitivity of this result to magnetic effects
and the event position in the interaction diamond will soon be evaluated.

4. Progress in PHENIX Tracking

We have participated in the studies of the PHENIX Tracking group, for which Ed
O'Brien (BNL) is the spokesman. We participated in the AGS test beam run in June 1992 of
the TEC (Time Expansion Chamber) which was run in the dE/dx mode and also as a TRD
(Transition Radiation Detector) after being loaded with polypropylene foils. A TEC can
detect electrons produced either by ionization (i.e., the usual dE/dx signal that is spread out
over the entire path of the charged particle in the gas of the detector) or by the electron
"burst" due to a TR photon. (A burst occurs because the photon of several keV' is absorbed
at a specific point along the path of the charged particle in the detector.) The TEC used in
the 1992 test beam run could not be optimized simultaneously for both ionization and TR
detection, but provided useful data for designing a new, thicker TEC.

Three new, thicker TECs will be ready for use in the June 1993 test beam run at the

AGS. We (Hill and Wohn) plan to participate in this run by taking shifts during the run. In
addition, Dr. Bruce Libby, who is our postdoc stationed at BNL, and Mr. Lars Ewell, a

, graduate student who will be at BNL from April through July 1993, have been working with
Ed O'Brien and the TEC chambers. Mr. Ewell has been assisting in assembling and preparing
the new TEC chambers for the test beam run.
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Dr. Libby has assisted with TEC assembly but he has concentrated on simulating the
performance of the chambers using the GARFIELD code, which is a CERN library program
that calculates electron and positive-ion drift path, drift times, and the signals induced on the
sense wires by a minimum ionizing particle. GARFIELD has been used to monitor changes
in the drift path, drift times, and the sense-wire signals as the potential in both the drift and
proportional regions is changed. In addition, the effects of changing the gas in the TEC, using
a variety of gas mixtures based on Ar and Xe, were studied with GARFIELD. The signals
calculated by GARFIELD can be convoluted with response functions to simulate the signals
from preamplifiers and shapers. In this manner GARFIELD provides a reasonable
approximation to the expected output of the TEC, which, when compared with the actual test
beam data, will be an important tool to be exploited in the design of the final TEC for
PHENIX.

B. Participation in E864 at the AGS Accelerator

In March 1993 the Iowa State group was invited to join E864, which is scheduled to
begin taking data at the AGS in the summer of 1994. The purpose of this experiment is
conveyed in the title "Measurement of Rare Composite Objects and High Sensitivity Searches
for Novel Forms of Matter Produced in High Energy Heavy Ion Collisions". We are
particularly interested in the search for "strangelets" or other forms of strange matter and
antinuclei. This will also give us an opportunity to gain experience in a large-scale relativistic
heavy ion experiment prior to running at RHIC and to do some interesting physics.

Our role in E864 is already very well defined. We are responsible for designing and
building the late-energy trigger. Our experience with the level-1 trigger at PHENIX and the
availability of the expertise of the Ames Laboratory Engineering Services Group make this
role a natural for our group. Also the late-energy trigger will not be implemented until 1995
which is convenient for us since we only recently joined the collaboration. Although our

group has the lead responsibility for the late-energy trigger, we will be assisted by a group
from Purdue University that also recently joined E864.

In E864 it is not possible to reach the desired level of sensitivity (1 part in 10tl) for the
rarest events without a very selective trigger. A very restrictive trigger condition is that an
event is accepted only if it hits the calorimeter at least 2.5 ns after a speed-of-light particle and
if it deposits a minimum of 3 GeV in one tower of the calorimeter. Fortunately this condition
should be met by the rarest events of interest such as stranglets, antideuterons, antitritons, and
the heavier nuclear systems. A first design for the late-energy trigger has been proposed by
our group and presented to the E864 collaboration at the collaboration meeting in May 1993.
The preliminary design for the trigger is shown in Fig. 1. The trigger operates in the following
manner. The output from each of 616 towers of the calorimeter is fed to an integrator that
produces an energy signal. Each tower output also passes through a discriminator that is used
as a stop for a TAC. The TAC is started by a signal from the multiplicity counter located
near the target. The time information from each TAC and the energy information from each
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individual detector are fed to a lookup table which gives an output if the late-energy criterion
is met. The outputs from the 616 lookup tables are fed to an OR which produces a trigger
if a yes is obtained from any one of the 616 channels. The total *ime needed to produce a
trigger is of the order of 100 ns.

C. Studies of Electromagnetic Dissociation (ED)

Late in the 1970s, a_er Heckman and Lindstron observed ED at the Bevalac, we
realized that the electromagnetic fields generated at the nucleus in relativistic heavy ion (RHI)
reactions with high-Z nuclei could become extremely large. A major effort of our program
has been to study the charge dependence of the ED process using projectiles with energies
between 1 and 2 GeV/nucleon from the Bevelac. The ED cross section is expected to rise
dramatically as the charge of the projectile is increased. We thus carried out an experiment
under Bevelac proposal 878H to measure ED cross sections on 197Au and 59Co targets using
0.96 GeV/nucleon Z3SUbeams.

Our value for the ED cross section for 197Au(_aU,X)196Au is 3.16 barns. This is the
largest ED cross section yet observed but is significantly smaller than the value of 4.05 barns
calculated by us using the Weizsacker-Williams (WW) virtual photon method. Our result for
197Aumay mean that the ED cross section increases more slowly with projectile charge than
previously expected, which is good news for builders of the next generation of relativistic heavy
ion accelerators such as RHIC. A letter presenting the Au results has been published in
Physics Letters and a longer paper describing in detail the _sU experiments has been
submitted to Physical Review C.

In addition to studying the ED charge dependence, we are studying the ED energy
dependence by experiments at the AGS Heavy Ion Facility (Exp. 819) and the CERN-SPS
accelerator (Exp. NA40). The experiments were carried out at the AGS accelerator using 13.4
GeV/nucleon _60 and 2_Siprojectiles on 197Au and 59C0 targets. The CERN-SPS experiments
involved 200 GeV/nucleon _60 and 32Sand 60 GeV/nucleon t60 projectiles on t97Au targets.
Counting of radioactivities from the above bombardments has been completed at Ames and
final data analysis is nearing completion.

Calculations using the WW method indicate that aEo can become very large for high-Z
projectiles at ultrarelativistic energies. At the energy of 100 GeV/nucleon planned for the
RHIC collider, we calculate for the reaction 197Au(t97Au,X)196Au that aED reaches 56 b for
colliding beams. The first opportunity to study large azD was in the spring of 1992 when 197Au

beams from the AGS became available. Our AGS Proposal E862, entitled "Electromagnetic
Dissociation of 59Co and 197AuProjectiles," (approved in June 1990 for 36 hours of beam
time) pointed out that our WW calculations indicate for _97Au(t97Au,X)_9_Aua aEi_of 10 barns
for 11 GeV/nucleon _97Aubeams.
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FIG. 1. Preliminary design for E864 late energy trigger.
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For our AGS experiment E862, the bombardments with the 197Au beam were completed
in April 1992 and counting of the bombarded t97Au and 59Co targets is in progress at Ames
using techniques developed by us for earlier ED experiments. Due to the large ¢rEDexpected,
a few changes were made in the bombardment sequence. We determined the total cross
section for the t97Au(197Au,X)t96Au reaction by counting individual beam particles at reduced
beam intensity using a two-element counter telescope. Separate runs at maximum intensity
were carried out in order to measure cross sections for deep spallation products needed to
determine the nuclear contribution to the total cross section. After looking at preliminary
results we judged that the high-intensity portion of the experiment was successful but that it
would be useful to obtain more data at low beam intensities. Additional running of our

experiment using the Au beam at the AGS has been approved for September 1993. Mr. Lars
Ewell, a graduate student in our group, will earn his Ph.D. working on this project.

We collaborated with GSI colleagues on experiment SO32, entitled "Inclusive
Measurements of Electromagnetic Dissociation Cross Sections", whose spokesman is K.
Summerer of GSI. The run was carried out at GSI in June 1991 on the SIS accelerator using
1 GeV/nucleon 197Au beams. The techniques used for bombardment and data analysis were
based on those worked out by our group for experiments at the Bevelac. The results were
published in Phys. Rev. C (see publication lists). At the present time we do not anticipate
carrying out additional experiments at GSI on ED.

D. Completion of Nuclear Structure Studies

Our last studies at the TRISTAN separator at the HFBR in Brookhaven were focused
on the A= 100 region of deformed nuclei. We concentrated on measurements of level lifetimes
using the Fast Electronic Scintillator Timing (FEST) system to measure the E2 and M1
moments of excited states of neutron-rich nuclei in this region. Using the E2 and M1 moments
we were able to respectively deduce the deformation and magnetic g-factors of the low-lying
rotational bands. Our final study in the A=100 region involved the E2 strength of the
first-excited 2 + state in the spherical even-even Sr nuclei with A=90-96. Combining these
results with the E2 strengths of the deformed Sr nuclei with A=97-100, revealed that the
shape transition fi'om spherical to deformed for neutron-rich Sr nuclei is so exceptionally large
and abrupt that it suggests a "phase change" in the collectivity of the Sr nuclei. No other
nuclear region exhibits such an abrupt change in nuclear collectivity with particle number.
Because of our report on this unique phenomenon, Dr. Wohn was asked to give an invited
talk at the symposium on "Nuclear Shapes" at the August 1992 meeting of the American
Chemical Society in Washington, D.C.

The Ph.D. thesis research of Mr. Vo, one of our graduate students, involves the study

of high angular momentum states in heavy nuclei (A=190-198) using the High Energy
Resolution Array (HERA) at the 88 cyclotron at Berkeley. These studies are done in
collaboration with scientists from Berkeley, Livermore, Orsay, and U.C. Davis. Mr. Vo was
in residence at Berkeley for most of 1992 and obtained all of the data needed for his PhD
thesis before HERA was decommissioned in 1992. His thesis will describe a new
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Superdeformed (SD) band that he observed in an isotope of Au using 11Bprojectiles on a lS_W
target. The new SD band has been tentatively assigned to tgtAu on the basis of the excitation
function results and is the first to be observed in Au (Z=79). This extends for the first time
this region of superdeformation below Z=80. The gamma-ray energies in this new SD band
in 191Au are similar to those in an excited SD band of tgtHg. This work has been submitted
to Physical Review Letters. In addition, Mr. Vo gave an oral presentation of his work in April
1993 at the Spring meeting of the American Physical Society.

The HERA facility at Berkeley was also used by Mr. Vo to search for resonant states
in e +e scattering via their predicted 2 and 3 photon decay modes. This project also involved
Professor William Kelly of ISU as well as several of their colleagues in the SD studies. (Such
resonant states, called photonium, have been predicted by Professor James Vary and Dr. John
Spence of ISU.) For the 2 and 3 photon decay searches, HERA was used offline. Two
positron sources were located in hollow.spheres, one Pb and the other Cu, either of which
were placed at the center of HERA. Each sphere contained about 0.1 mCi of caGa (in secular
equilibrium with 288-d CaGe). The predicted procedure for the formation of photonium states
was that positrons from the 6SGa decay with energies up to 1.9 MeV would lose energy in the
target spheres, and, when their energy passed through a resonant energy, interact with an
electron in the target spheres to form photonium. The HERA facility could then be able to
detect the 2 and 3 gamma decay modes. After 100 days of data (mostly taken with the Pb
sphere) there was no indication of photonium states. Upper limits were placed on the partial
widths for the 2 and 3 photon decay modes. This work has very recently been submitted to
Physical Review C.
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Table 11.6'Interactionrates,time betweeneventsand datavolumesforeventssatisfying
variouscriteriaforselectingone and two e±.

Beams Type Prob. T=_g MB/s Prob. T=,j,iMB/s Prob. i'kB/s

Any Pair (#s) E>.4 GeV (#s)[.... TruePair1
I p + p " MB 2.410-4 9200 '0.22 7'.010-4 3150 i 0.61 9.410-7 I 0.82

O + O MB 2.1 10-3 2630 2.47 3.5 10-3 1600 3.63 4.7 10-_ 4.7"9
Si+ Si MB 5.5i0-3 1530 7.50 6.5i0-3 1300 7..68 8.4I0-6 9.87

' Cu + Cu MB 2.1 10-2 999 26.60 1.6 10-2 1350 16.80 2.2 10-5 24.10
I - I ZvIB 6.5 10-2 658 84.10 3.3 10-2 1310 36.10 4.7 10-s ,52.70

Au + Au MB 1.3 10-I 569 154.00 5.2 10-2 1390 54.80 7'.5 10-_ 80.40

p + p Cn 3.5 I0 -3 63700 0.08 5.9 10-3 37200 0.14 8.1 10-_ 0.!9
O + O Cn i.ii0-_ 5200 1.90 1.3 10-2 4470 2.21 1.6 10-3 '2.84

! Si + Si Cn 2.9 10-_- 2960 ,5.90 2.3 10-_ 3650_ 4.77{ 3.0 10-5 6.20
_ Cu . Cu Cn 1.1 10-t 1960 20.90 5.5 10-2 3870 ! 10.60 t 8.1 10-'s 15.80

I + I Cn 3.1 10-1 1370 63.90 1.1 10-_ 3820i 23.00 1.7"10-4 33.70
Au . Au Ca 5.9 10-1 1'220 116.00 1.S 10-1 4030 ! 35.10 2.6 10-4 51.60

I

p + O MB 3.4 10-4 7.310 0.32 9.3 10-4 2680 0.84 1.2 l0 -_ [ 1.11
p + Si MB 4.0 10-4 617'0 0.42 1.1 10-3 2350 1.04 1.4 10-4 1.38

p + Cu MB 5.1 10-4 5650 0.51 1.3 10-3 2280 1.20 1.T 10-_ 1.60
p + I MB 6.5 10-_ 5110 0.64 1.5 10-3 2190 1.40 2.0 10-6 1.$9
p + Au MB 7..6i0-4 4770 0.7.5 i.?i0-3 2130 1.55 2.3i0-_ 2.11

Si - Cu MB 2.5 10-2 522 56.70 1.7 10-_" 7'49 33.80 2.5 10-5 48.80
Si '- I MB 3.2 10-_ 557' 62.10 2.1 10-2 874 33.80 2.9 10-s 49.!0

Si . Au N[B 3.7' 10-2 604 62.60 2.'2 10-2 994 32.40 3.'2 10-_ 47.20
...... .......

I 1.3.3 Level- i Trigger

Overview

The PHENIX Level-i(LVL-I)triggerdeterminesforeachbunch crossingwhetherornot
an interactionoccurred,and ifso.whetheror not theinteractionshouldbe digitizedand

passedon totheLVL-2 triggersystem.The LVL-I schemechosenprovidesa deadtimeless,
pipetined, parallel trigger operating in synchronism wi_h the BC clock and delivering a_ each
BC decisions and output data for the BC occurring a fixed time earlier. The LVL-1 trigger
also provides hit-pattern information that may be used to direct zero-suppression algorithms
and LVL-2 trigger processing for some of the detector subsystems. The LVL-1 trigger will be
used to enhance the rate of less common events relative to the minimum-bias rate by setting
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TableII.?:Interactionrates,time betweeneventsand datavolumesforeventssatisfying

variouscriteriaforselectingone and two#=.

r.Beams iType. Prob, _7_=_ '.....MB/s Prob. kB/s
I Any Pair milli-s True Pair

p hi-p MB 3.3 10-d - 666' 01'003 1.4 I0-_ I 1.29
O + O MB 5,5 10-5 102 0.068 7.5 i0-s I ]'.?2
Si + Si MB 1.7 10.4 49 0.250 1.4 I0 .5 16.70

Cu + Cu MB 9.2 10.4 23 1.230 3.3 10.5 35.20
I + I MB 3.9 10-3 11 5.490 ]'.2 I0.5 80.i"0

Au + Au MB 9.]" 10.3 7 13.100 1.2 10.4 126.00

p + p Cn 8.2 10-5 2680 0.002 1.4 10-5 0.32
O + O Cn 3.3 10-4 168 0.059 2.6 10-5 4.59
Si + Si Cn 1.1 10.3 80 0.220 5.1 10.5 10.50

Cu + Cu Cn 5,? 10.3 37 1.110 1.2 10-4 22.60
I - I Cn 2,4 10-2 18 4.980 2.6 I0-4 5,3.00

Au + Au Cn 6.1 10-_ 12 11.900 4.2 10 -4 82.$0

p +O MB 5.5 10-6 456 i 0.006 2.0 10-8 1.82
p + Si MB 6.8 10-6 365 0.008 2.3 10-8 2.27
p + Cu MB 9.2 10.8 314 0.010 2.8 10.8 2.67
p + I MB 1.2 10-5 269 0.013 3.4 10-8 3.16

p + Au MB 1.5 10-s 242 0.016 3.S !0 .6 .3.54

Si + Cu MB 1.1 i0 -a 12 2.?50 3.? 10-5 71.10

Si + I MB 1.6 10.3 12 / 3.220 4.4 10.5 I 1"2.30

Si 4-.A.u MB 1.8 I0 -3 12 t 3.370 4.8 !0 -3 70.00

thresholds or windows on energy sums and particle counts in various detectors or by requiring
particle-specific detectors like the EMCal, RICH, or _ID to fire. The trigger decision will be
made using analog signals, digitized data. and hit-pattern information supplied to the LVL-1
trigger by many detectors. PHENIX is interested in a wide variety of physics observables,
which means the LVL-1 trigger must be able to test the various conditions in parallel because
of the requirement of deadtimeless operation of LVL-1. All results from LVL-1 become
available simultaneously after a fixed time latency. This requirement helps insure future

' expandability of LVL-I. Pre-scalers will be used for each trigger condition so that common
or minimum bias events can be collected in parallel with rare events without the event rate

saturating the throughput of the system. The pre-scalers also provide control over the mix of
events passed on to the LVL-2 trigger system. Because the LVL-1 decision must be made for
each bunch crossing and because the decision cannot be made within the crossing period, the
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LVL-1 processing must be pipelined, with a latency currently chosen tobe 32 BC. Detectors
whose response is slower than this fixed latency cannot be used to make decisions at LVL-1.

The LVL-1 decision process can be divided into three logical stages. The first stage

produces flash-digitized data from some of the detectors (e.g., BB counters) and discriminator
output signals for the rest of the detectors. The next processing stage, called Local LVL-1
(LLI), performs subdetector-specific calculations that, for example, produce EMcal energy
sums, a count of EMcal towers above specified energy cuts, a count of rings in the RICH.
and charged-particle multiplicities in the MVD. The last stage of LVL-I analysis, the Global
LVL-1 trigger (GL1), applies user-specified cuts and logical conditions to various parameters
to produce a set of LVL-1 trigger results, applies the chosen pre-scale factors to each of
the satisfied conditions and returns a final LVL-1 trigger decision. In the current design.

approximately 82,000 bits of data are produced by the first stage of LVL-1 processing and
passed to LL1. The LL1 processing of all subsystems produces a combined 16,000 bits of
output data. about 10% of which are passed to GL1. If the event is accepted by the LVL-1
trigger, the full set of 16K bits are formatted and added to the event stream and passed
to LVL-O. and the main event data stream. There are varying numbers of internal steps in

the processing pipelines for the various subsystems LL1 systems. The data produced by the
subsystem LL1 systems are re-synchronized in FIFO buffers before being transferred to GL1
and the event stream. The current design of the LVL-1 trigger has 140 bits of data fed to
GL1.

The block diagram for the overall LVL-1 trigger scheme is shown in Fig. 11.30. In the
figure the subsystems contributing to the LVL-1 trigger decision are shown to the far left.
The final outputs of the LVL-1 trigger system are _hown at the far right. The flow in
time is from left to right. Currently, the LVL-1 trigger design uses information from six of
the PHENIX subsystems, namely BB, MVD, TOY. RICH. EMCal, and #ID. The number

of inputs from the subsystems to the LVL-1 trigger processors are shown along with the
number of bits for each input. The volume of control information and data passed to the
data stream from each detector subsystem is shown on the right, given as (#- items)x(#

bits/item]. As shown in Figure 11.30, four additional signals are provided to GL1. These
four inputs indicate whether each of the right and left beam buckets are empty, whether a
calibration is being carried out, and whether there is room in the buffers used to store the
results of the LVL-1 processing.

A basic building block used in LVL-1 is a pipelined digital summing tree. This is shown
schematically in Fig. 11.31 for the case of eight 6-bit inputs being summed to produce a single
9-bit output. Each stage of this summing tree is active for any given beam crossing, with
successive stages handling successive events. The BC clock is used to move data through
this structure, ensuring that dine synchronism is maintained for all events.

The following sections describe in more detail the interface between LVL-1 and the various
detector subsystems providing data to LVL-1, the analysis of this data carried out by LVL-1,
and the current design for implementing programmable selection logic to generate the actual
triggers.
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SCHEMATIC OVERVIEW OF TRIGGER LVL.I
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Figure 11.30: Schematic diagram of overall LVL-1 trigger scheme. (The number of bits is
the number shown above the symbol "/".)

Beam-Beam

The data from the Beam-Beam counters (BB) provide the least-biased LVL-1 trigger for

A+A and p+k collisions, provide rejection against interactions that occur in the ends of or
outside of the interaction diamond (especially beam-gas events), and provide a fast time-zero

reference (TO) for time-of-flight analyses performed at LVL-2. We must be able to accept
events when only one of the arrays fires, because in p+A collisions the array opposite the

incoming proton beam frequently will not see any particles. No vertex or TO information
can be obtained at LVL-1 for these events.

As described in Chapter 5, BB is composed of two arrays of 66 "flash-light" Cherenkov
detectors. If any valid (see below) hit is found in at least one element in the left or right BB
arrays, then that array is considered as having fired° The LL1 analysis for the Beam-Beam
system determines whether each of the left and right arrays was hit, and for each end that
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Figure 11.31" Pipelined digital summing tree.

was hit, determines the measured time relative to the arrival of the accelerator RF clock

pulse. The time for each array is taken to be the earliest time (within certain limits) from
all of the elements of each array with valid hits. If both arrays are hit, an average time and
vertex position are returned also.

The LVL-1 system needs time measurements from the BB counters on each bunch cross-

ing. These times are obtained by flash-digitizing a TAC started with BC and stopped with
a discriminator pulse from the counters (see Chapter 5). A 10-bit FADC is used for each
element of each array. The counters are run in common-start mode, which means that the
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Figure 11.32' Schematic diagram of LVL-1 trigger for Beam-Beam (early stages).

counterswhicharenot hithaveextremelylate(i.e.overflow)timevalues.The FADC times

arecorrectedforchannel-to-channelcableoffsetsintheBB front-endsusinga fastmemory
lookuptable,whose inputaddressistheFADC outpur_foreachdetector.

SchematicsfordifferentstagesoftheLLI processingfortheBeam-Beam systemareshown

in Figs. 11.32 and 11.33. The steps in the Beam-Beam LL1 processing pipeline are described
in sequential order below. Also included are the number of bunch crossings (assuming 112

ns)takenby eachstepinthepipeline.

Step I - Flash-digitization and time correction (1 crossing): Seeprevious para-
graph. We assume that onlyi bunch crossingtime isrequired.

Step 2- Element Time _hlidation (i crossing): The measured time is compared
against preset minimum (T(min)) and maximum (T(max))cimes. This is per-
formed by the dual comparagors marked "magnitude." An extra bit is added to
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Figure11.33:SchematicdiagramofLVL-I triggerforBeam-Beam (laterstages).

theI0 bits from theBeam-Beam front-ends and is used to indicate whether the

measured time is valid. If the hit time is within the specified window, the time
is passed to the next stage with the flag (llth} bit cleared. If the time is outside
the specified window the flag bit is set. This is useful later if only one array is
struck, as is sometimes the case for p-+-A collisions.

Step 3 - Shortest time selection (7 crossings): The earliest valid time for each
array is selected from the detectors in each array. This is done with cascaded
comparators, each of which finds the smaller of two numbers. Each stage in the
cascade compares a pair of times from the previous stage and passes the smaller.

' Since a 'set' flag bit produces a large time, if there is any valid hit in an array, it
will have a time smaller than the invalid times, which always have the llth bit
set. Thus the valid hits are always selected over any invalid ones.

Step 4 " Array Eit validation (1 crossing): The flag bit is inverted in the left
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and righttimesobtainedfrom Step3,so itisnow setforvalidhits.The logic

signals indicating the individual status of the two Beam-Beam arrays ("Left-hit"
and "Right-hit") are generated. Also, the difference between the the left and

right times (vertex position) and the mean of the left and right times (TO) are
calculated.

Step 5. Time validation (i crossing): The vertex position is tested against preset
maximum (V(max)) and minimum (V(min)) values, calculated assuming speed-
of-light particles. This step provides two output signals, "Event Flag" and "Va-
lidity Flag". "Event Flag" is TRUE if either of the two arrays have valid hits.
"Validity Flag" is TRUE if both arrays were hit and the vertex is within tho
preset window. If the validity flag is FALSE, the rough vertex used by LVL-2
must be computed by other means.

The LL1 syst(xn for the BB counters produces eight data-words. Four of them, "T-Left",
"T-Right", "Event Flag" and "Validity Flag" are 1 bit wide, while the other four data-words,
left and right array times, the TO and the vertex position, are 10 bits wide. The TO and
vertex position are valid if both arrays were hit. Only two of the outputs of the BB LL1
system. "Event Flag" and "Validity Flag," are presented to GL1.

Inner Detectors

The silicon pad and silicon strip detectors, collectively referred to as the Multiplicity/Vertex
Detector (MVD), are used at LVL-1 to calculate charged-particle multiplicities measured
over a restricted range of pseudo-rapidities. For collisions at z = 0 the silicon strip detector
covers a pseudo-rapidity range of .*.2.5 and the silicon pad detectors cover the 1771range
1.8 - 2.65. The Uv'L-1 processing of the MVD data produces charged particle multiplicities
summed over subsections of the MVD and a total charged-particie multipiicity for the entire

MVD acceptance. The total multiplicity will be used to make a LVL-1 centrality trigger, and
the regional multiplicity sums can be used to select events according to left/right criteria.

A schematic diagram of the LL1 processing for the MVD is shown in Fig. 11.34. The
steps in the MVD processing pipeline are described in sequential order below along with the
number of bunch crossings (assuming 112 ns) taken by each step in the pipeline.

Step 1 - Pad and strip analog summing: The pad and strip detector front ends
supply analog sums for each 256-channel sector in the detectors. The analog
summing is done on the MVD front-ends and is not shown on the MVD LVL-1
block diagram.

Step 2 - Digitization of Analog Sums (I crossing): The analog sums are digitized
bv 8-bit 10 MHz FADCs. The silicon pad detectors produce 24 sums, one for
each of their 24 sectors, and the inner layer of the silicon strip detector produces
T2 sums, one for each of its sectors.
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Figure 11.34: Schematic diagram of LVL-1 trigger for MVD.

Step $ - Regional sums (4 crossings): The digitized sums from the MVD are
now digitally summed again to form regional multiplicities. The current design
contains multiplicity sums for the left silicon pad detector, the right pad detector,
the left side of the inner silicon strip detector, and the right side of the inner strip
detector. The sums for the pads complete two time steps sooner and are thus
held off for two _ime steps in order to synchronize with the sums for the strips
in Step 4.

Step _ - Final Multiplicity Sums (_ crossings): The curren_ design produces
two i.5-bit sums from the sums of s_ep ,3. They result from summing tlze left
silicon pad and left silicon strip ("Left-Sum") and right pad and right strip
("Right-Sum") multiplicities. These two sums are then added to produce the
total multiplicity ("To_al Sum") seen in the MVD. Other combinations of the
four multip[iciues obtained from Step 3 sums can also be summed in paralle!.
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These sums become partoftheLVL-I outputdatastream.

The threefinalmultiplicitysums obtainedfromtheMVD LLI processingarefedtoGLI

where they can be used in conjunctionwith otherGLI inputsto make a LVL-I trigger

decision.Thisdecisionwillmost oftenconsistofapplyingone ormore thresholdstothe
multiplicitysums tomake centralitycuts.

RICH

The RICH LVL-I triggersystemisdesignedto findand countCherenkov"rings"inthe
RICH. Thistriggeriscriticalfortriggeringon electronsinlight-ioncollisionsbecauseofthe

highluminosityand low electronratesinthesecollisions.The ring-findingat LVL-I also

providestheseedlocationsforring-findingintheLVL-2 trigger,thusgreatlyreducingthe
timetheRICH LVL-2 algorithmtakestofindand fitri_ngs.The resultsoftheRICH LVL-I

triggerarealsousedtodirecttheflowofonesetoftheelectron-findingalgorithmsinLVL-2"
theothersetisbasedon EMCal and PC, asdiscussedbelow.

The RICH detectorisreadoutwitha 40 x 80 arrayofphotomultipliertubesineachof

thetwo arms.Forpurposesofring-finding,thearraycanbe thoughtofasa fiatwallwiththe

"horizontal"axispointingalongthebeam directionand the "vertical"axispointingaround
the detector (o direction). A well-focussed electron (,_ _. 1) ring is fully contained in a 5 x 6
block of P.MTs. including allowance for multiple scattering and geometrical aberrations. To
find RICH hits at LVL-1. the RICH imaging area is first divided up into 5 x 5 arrays of
PMTs, called "modules", producing an 8 x 16 array of modules per arm. In order to find
rings which are not centered on a module, the modules are further grouped into "pairs" and
"tiles". The pairs are formed both horizontally and vertically and overlap in both directions
by one module spacing. The tiles are 2 x 2 arrays of modules that overlap by a module
spacing in both directions. This scheme, demonstrated in Fig. 11.35, therefore puts a single
module in four different pairs and four different tiles. There are thus 128 modules, 256 pairs,
and 128 tiles per arm.

One final logical grouping of modules, pairs, and tiles is made here to help exposit this
tiling scheme. We define a "unit cell" to be composed of a single module, two pairs, and a
single tile with the arrangement shown in Fig. 11.35. The unit cell contains all tiling elements
that have a given module in their upper-most and left-most corners, so there is a one-to-one
mapping between modules and unit cells. There are, then, 128 unit cells overlapped in each
direction by one module spacing. The unit cell can be thought of as the logical element
containing all rings whose centers lie in the shaded region shown in the example unit cell in
Fig. 11.35.

The center of a found ring is determined by the type of tiling element (module, pair, or
tile) in which it was found. The distribution of centers of those rings which fit completely into
modules is centered on the module center. The distribution of centers of rings firing pairs is
centered on the mid-point between the modules in a pair. The distribution of centers of rings
found in tiles is centered at the mid-point of the tile. The ring centers are indexed by a pair
of numbers (k. 1), which can be tied to the original modales, as shown in Fig. 11.35. The
ring centers with (odd, odd) indices are from single modules, while the centers with (odd,
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Figure 11.35" Illustration of RICH LVL-1 tiling scheme.
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even) or (even, odd) indices are from pairs, and the centers with (even, even) indices are
from tiles. Using this logical indexing approach, a ring array table is developed, listing which
modules, pairs, and tiles containing rings are identified during the RICH LVL-1 processing.

The RICH LVL-1 ring-finding algorithm starts by looking for a minimum number of
photons in each module. The threshold is set to approximately half the expected number
of photoelectrons for a RICH ring. The exact threshold will be determined from further
simulations of trigger performance, with attention given to avoiding the double-counting
of rings. If the number of photons in a module is above the preset value, the module is
considered to contain a ring. Those modules which do not contain a ring are then combined
into pairs which are then tested for rings using the same threshold as used for the modules.
Those pairs not containing a ring are finally combined into tiles and tested for RICH rings.
This scheme prevents over-counting of RICH rings when a ring fits completely within a
module. To further reduce over-counting of RICH rings, the ring flags for all elements in a
unit cell are ORed and the final ring count is incremented once for each unit cell containing
at least one ring.

A schematic diagram of the R.ICH LVL-1 system is shown in Figs. 11.36 and 11.37. Like all
other LVL-1 subdetector systems discussed so far, the RICH LVL-1 analysis is pipelined, with
processing of all PMT signals, modules, pairs, and tiles done in parallel in the corresponding
pipeline steps, as described below. The time required for each step is also shown below in
terms of the number of bunch-crossings.

Step i - Flash digitization of PMT signals (I crossing)" The signals from the
RICH phototubes are digitized wi_h 3 bit FADC's. The gain of the FADC's wiii
be set so that the output is roughly equal to the number of photo-electrons. We
expect a maximum of four photo-electrons in a single PMT for a standard ring.
This electronics is included in the RICH FEE.

S_e? _ - Module summing (5 crossings): The digitized signals from the 25 PMT's
in a module are summed in a pipelined summing tree to produce an 8-bit module
sum.

Step 3 - Module hit detection (i crossing): Each module sum is compared to
the preset ring threshold. If the module sum is over threshold, the module is
marked as having fired and the sum is cleared so that the found ring will not be
duplicated in the pair and tile sums. The module sums and comparator outputs
are passed on to Step 4.

Step ._ - Pair summing (I crossing): The module sums are added in pairs to
produce 9-bit pair sums. Each module contributes to two horizontal and two
vertical pair sums.

Step 5 - Pair hit detection (1 crossing): Each pair sum is compared to the preset
ring threshold. If the pair sum is over threshold, the pair is marked as having
fired and the sum is cleared so that the found ring will not be duplicated in the
tile sums. The pair sums and comparator outputs are passed on to Step 6.
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FigureII.36:SchematicdiagramofLVL-I triggerforRICH (earlystages).

Step 6 - Tile Summing (i crossing): The pair sums are added to produce tile
sums. Each tile contains two horizontal and two vertical pairs, some of which
may have been cleared in the pair hit detection stage. The goal of Lhis step is to
find rings which fall inside of a tile but fail to land well enough inside the pairs
or modules which the tile contains so as to fire them. We currently plan to sum
all four pairs in m given Lile and then divide by 2 before applying the +hreshold
(because in this way the photo-elecwons in the tile are coun+ed twice).

Step 7 - Tile hit logic (1 crossing): Tile sums above Lhe ring threshold are marked
as containing a ring.

Step 8 - Uni+ cell hit loqic (1 crossing): The hit flags for the elements in each
unit cell are OR.ed to produce a unit cell hit flag. The hit patterns for all unit
ceils are also loaded into the ring array.
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Figure11.37:SchematicdiagramofLVL-I triggerforRICH (laterstages).

Step 9 - Ring sum (8 crossings,)' The number of unit cells with rings found is
counted using a pipelined summing tree to return the number of rings found in
the RICH.

The RICH LVL-1 processing produces a ring sum and the 512-element ring array for each
RICH arm, which contains for each module, pair, and tile, a flag that indicates whether that
element contained a ring. The ring sum. nominally a count of the number of Cherenkov
rings seen in the RICH, is sent to GL1. The ring sum and ring array data are added co the
event stream and passed to LVL-2.

Time of Flight

The LVL-1 trigger for the high-resolution TO F will be used to trigger on hadronic physics
observables in light-ion systems where a LVL-1 trigger is necessary• The trigger is used to

1
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Figure 11.38: Schematic diagram of LVL-1 trigger for TOF.

select events with at least one particle for measurements of single-particle spectra and events
with two particles for interferometry and o-meson measurements. The trigger counts the
number of hits in the TOF slats and also provides a slat hit-pattern that will be used by the

LVL-2 trigger.

A schematic diagram of the LVL-1 trigger system for TO F is shown in Fig. 11.38. The
TO F LVL-1 processing pipeline consists of the three steps listed below.

Step I - PMT Signal Discrimination (no delay): The TOF PMT outputs are
discriminated in the TOF front-end electronics.

Step 2- Hit Pattern Generation (I crossing): An AND is taken between the
discriminator outputs for the two ends of each slat and these signals are then
latched into a pattern register.
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Step o° - Hit Sum (10 crossings): A pipelined summing tree counts the number
of TOF hits using the latched pattern word to produce the hit sum.

The hit sum output from the TOF LVL-1 processing is made available to GL1 for use
in making a high-resolution TOF trigger. The 1000-bit pattern word indicating which TOF
slats were hit is entered into the data stream and presented to the LVL-2 trigger.

Electromagnetic Calorimeter

The EMCal is used at LVL-1 to provide a global trigger on collision centrality and a lo-

cal trigger for individual electromagnetic (EM) showers whose energy is above the energy
deposited by minimum ionizing charged particles. The total energy mea_lred in the EM-
Cal provides an alternative to the charged-particle multiplicities measured in the MVD for
event-characterization purposes. The EMCal LVL-1 processing system will also provide the
locations of EM showers above specified cuts that can be used to direct the processing in the
EMCal LVL-2 trigger. Guidance from LVL-1 is particularly important for the EMCal LVL-2
processing because of the large number of hits in the EMCal from both charged particles
and photons.

Currently. there is no charged-particle detector in front of the EMCal with geometry that
is well-matched to the EMCal tower arrangement. Thus. the calorimeter cannot currently be
used at LVL-1 to distinguish between electron and photon showers. Thus, since the number
of photons from r ° decay overwhelms the number of electrons in all collisions, we treat
all energetic EM showers as photons. However. to ensure that a charged-particle detector
matched to the EMCal can be used if it is eventually installed, the EMCal LVL-1 trigger

includes the logic to perform electron-detection and counting. Energetic electrons will have
energies above the minimum-ionizing peaks in the EMCal and will have hits in the associated
charged-particle detector. The rejection capability of this electron trigger will be determined
by the energy cut used and will be limited by the pion charge-exchange probabiliLv and the
rate of random coincidences between charged-particles in the front detector and photons in
the EMCal.

The EMCal LVL-1 trigger generates four pieces of summary data. "Global Sum", is the
total energy measured in the EMCal. The three other sums, "Photon-1 Sum", "Photon-2
Sum", and "Electron Sum" count the numbers of photons and electrons above preset energy
cuts. Two photon thresholds (Photon-1 is the higher energy threshold) are used to allow for
better trigger rejection in high-multiplicity events for which the tile double-hit probability is
much larger. The electron and photon counts are obtained by summing the PMT signals over
"tiles" and applying the the energy thresholds and charged-particle matching requirements
to the tiles. The tiles are formed from 2 x 2 arrays of "ceils", which in turn are formed from
2 x 2 blocks of EMCal towers. To reduce the cost of the EMCal LVL-1 trigger system, the
cell energies are are obtained by summing analog signals split from the 4 EMCal towers in
each cell. These cell analog sums are digitized with 8-bit 10-MHz FADCs and then summed
digitally to form the tile sums. The cells are non-overlapping, so there are 7000 cells. The
tiles overlap by half their size in both directions, so there are also 7000 tiles. The gain of the
cell FADC is set to obtain as large a dynamic range in photon energy as possible, while still
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Figure 11.39: Schematic diagram of LVL-1 trigger for EMCaI (early stages).

retainingadequateenergyresolutionfor theGlobalSum. We currently planto settheFADC

gainsuchthattheupperend ofthedynamicrangecorrespondsto5 GeV. Thischoice,then.
gives a least count equivalent energy of 20 MeV which is well below the expected mean _o
photon energy of 150 MeV.

A schematic diagram of the LVL-1 processing for the EMCal is shown in Figs. 11.39 and
11.40. The steps in the pipeline are described below.

Step i - PMT output (1 crossing): The output is split three ways, to the preamp,
the TAC, and the trigger.

Step 2 - Cell Analog Summing and Digitization (2 crossings)." Part of the anode
current from four PMTs in a 2x2 cell is sent to an analog summing amplifier,
whose output is then digitized using an 8-bit 10 MHz FADC.
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Figure 11.40: Schematic diagram of LVL-1 trigger for EMCal (later stages).

Step 3 - Tile Summing (o crossings): The cell sums from each tile are added
digitally to produce a 10-bit tile sum.

Step/, - Local trigger logic (I crossing): The tile sums are compared to the two
photon thresholds to produce the two logical outputs "Photon-l" and "Photon-
2" for the next stage of processing. The tile sum is also compared to the electron
threshold and this compara_or output is ANDed wi_h the charged-particle bit
associated with the given tile to form the "Electron" logical output. Bits cor-

responding to the tiles with TRUE Electron and Photon-2 outputs are written
into Electron and Photon pattern words.

Step 5 - Global Summing logic (1°. crossings): The four sums, Global Sum,
Photon-1 Sum, Photon-2 Sum, and Electron Sum are formed in this step. Be-

cause the dies overlap, only one in every four (4) tiles is used to produce the
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GlobalSum. The other3 sums arenot energ?,,sums, butareactuallycountsof

thenumber oftilespassingthecorrespondingcuts•

Allfouroftheglobalsums areprovidedto theGLI trigger.The electronand photon

patternwordsareadded totheeventstreamand providedtoLVL-2.

Muon Identifier

The muon detectorhasone ofthemore selectiveLVL-I triggers.The muon productionrate

islowerthan thatforotherobservables,and theratiooftruepairstotriggeredpairsisa

factorofI0largerthanthatforelectrons.Thus,thetriggercanprovideusefulratereduction
atLVL-I. The detectionofa pairofmuons isrelativelystraightforwardintheacceptance

ofthemuon systemsothemuon LVL-I triggershouldbe easilyimplemented,and itshould

placelessofa burdenon themuon LVL-2 trigger.The muon LVL-I triggerisdesignedto
findand counttrackspenetratingthe>ID.

As discussedinChapteri0.the#ID consistsofa setofthreeabsorberlayers,aftereach

ofwhich isa streamer-tubeplanewithpad readout.The identifierplanesaredividedinto

octantswith96 radialpadseach. The pads providethe ¢ positionsofthe tracksat each

layer.For LVL-I triggeringpurposes,threephysicalpads areORed togethertoproduce

32 LVL-I "pads"per octant,eachsubtendingabout 1.5° inazimuth.In theremainderof
the discussionbelow."pads"willreferto thesegroupsof threephysicalpads. The muon

LVL-I triggerfindsparticlesthatpenetratetothelastdetectorinthe#ID..Muon "tracks"

arerequiredtofireallthreeplanesina givenoctantand tohavelessthana 30changeinO
betweenidentifierlayers.Thisconditionisappliedby requiringthemuon trackstohitthe

firstand third#ID layerswithin_2 padsofthetrackhiton thesecond#ID laver,Muons
withmomenta greaterthan2 GeV/c satisfytheseconditionswithbetterthan95% ef_ciencv,
Thereare32 × 8 --256 candidateroadsexaminedby thisscheme.

A schematicdiagramofLVL-I forthe>ID systemisshown inFig,11.41,The stepsin

the #ID LL1 pipeline are described below'

Step I - Pad Hit Finding (1 crossing)" The pad signals are discriminated in the
front-end electronics of the #ID system (not shown in Fig. ll.J,1).

Step ?, - Pad Set Logic (1 crossing)" A logical OR is formed from the .3 pads in
each Pad Set.

Steps 3 and ,_ - Track Finding Logic (I crossing each)' Groups of 5 pads, each
group offsetby one pad,areORed togetherinlayersI and 3 (Step3). Using
the indexI forthe positionof themiddlepad ina group,an AND isformed
betweentheIthpad inlayer2 and theIthpad groupsinlayersi and 3. This

step produces 256 bits, each bit indicating whether or not a candidate track was
found.

Step 5 - Muon Counting (8 crossings)' The 256 bits produced by Step 4 are
tallied to produce a 9-bit muon count.
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Figure11.41'SchematicdiagramofLVL-I triggerforMuon-llD

The LVL-I triggerforthemuon systemprovidestwo outputs:a ':muoncount"and the
setofpad positionson thesecond#ID layerforthefound tracks.The muon countisused

inGLI tomake muon-pairtriggersand e-# coincidencetriggers.The pad positionson the

second#ID layerwillbe usedby themuon trackfinding/fittingalgorithmat LVL-2.

Global Level-ITrigger

The GlobalLVL-I (GLI) "LogicBox" makes theactualdecisionastowhetherornotanevent

istobe digitized.Thisdecisionwillbe made usingtheLLI resultsproducedby thevarious
detectorsubsystemsincludedinthetrigger.BecausethePHENIX collaborationisinterested

instudyingmany differentphysicsobservables,theGLI triggermust be abletoapplymany

different selection criteria in parallel. Because we will want to trigger simultaneously on rare
events (massive e+e - pairs, #+#- pairs, J/w, T, high Pr photons, etc.) and minimum bias
events, we must have the capability to pre-scale all the various parallel trigger paths. The
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GL1 Logic Box must be sufficiently programmable to allow implementation of new selection
criteria without significant changes in hardware or cabling, and it must be extendable so
that new detector sub-systems can be added without requiring major modifications.

The input data to the GL1 Logic Box in the current LVL-1 design are summarized below.

Status information

Left Status and Right Status. Two 1-bit words indicating whether the Left and
.Right beam buckets are Full or Empty.

Calibration Status - A 1-bit word indicating whether or not the event is a cali-
bration event.

Transfer FIFO Status- A 1-bit word which indicates whether the transfer FIFO
is able or unable to accept events. A value of 1 for this word means impending
dead-time, which is a situation in which events already in the LVL-1 pipeline
need to be rejected and the pipeline flushed. A value of 0 for this word means
able to accept events.

Beam-Beam Status and Timing

Validity Flay'- Indicates whether both BB arrays have fired, and if so, whether
the vertex position and timing TO are valid.

Event Flag- Indicates whether at least one of the BB arrays has fired.

Centrality Measurements

Global Sum (ET) - Total energy in the EMCal.

Total Sum (Multiplicity). Totai number of hits seen in MVD.

Left and Right Sums (Multiplicity)- Multiplicities in left and right halves of MVD
(divided at z = 0).

Electron Candidates

Ring Sum- Count of Cherenkov ring candidates from the RICH.

Electron Sum - Count of electrons from EMCal (only if front charged-particle
detector present).

Photon Candidates

Photon-1 and Photon. o. Sums- Counts of EMCal towers with energy above high
(Photon-I) and low (Photon-2) thresholds.
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Muon Candidates

Muon Sum- Count of muon candidates.

Hadrons

Hit Sum - Number of hit slats in TOF wall.
i

All GL1 trigger decisions other than the lowest level interaction trigger will require com-
bining data from different sub-systems. Some of the LVL-1 trigger decisions will only require
an AND between a "valid interaction" decision based on the BB data and a threshold on an

energy sum or multiplicity. However. some of the observables of interest to the experiment re-
quire more sophisticated correlations. For example, we plan to use the Photon-2 sum, which
counts photons above a relatively low energy threshold, in low-multiplicity events where the
photon showers are well separated and plan to rely more on the Photon-1 sum, which uses
a higher threshold, in the higher multiplicity events. In order to implement such a trigger
decision, to provide the necessary flexibility in the trigger, and to make the GL1 trigger
decision fully programmable, we envision using lookup tables to make the parallel trigger
decisions. The lookup scheme allows the trigger to combine data from different subsystems
to make a trig,_er decision that is fully programmable.

The simples_ way to implement the lookup scheme would be to use a 2'v address I:tAM.
where N is the .number of bits provided to the GL1 "Logic Box", with the output word
providing the par:,.llel trigger results• For this scheme to work. the number of bits must be
reduced from the i{0 bits provided by the detector sub-systems. A scheme to do this is
discussed below, but even with this scheme we will have 20-30 bits of data with which to
make a LVL-1 decision. To allow for LL1 processing algorithms that are riot in our current
design and to allow for addition of other detector sub-systems to the LVL-1 trigger, we may
not be able to use a single lookup table to make our LVL-1 decisions. If we break the GL1
decision up into stages, we can use smaller lookup tables in the intermediate stages and use
a final lookup to produce the final GL1 trigger results. For example, the BB inputs, the
accelerator status signals, and the transfer FIFO status signal can be combined to produce a
single "valid interaction" bit. Similarly, the MVD provides 3 different multiplicity sums and
the EMCM provides an ET sum for triggering on centrality. The "centrality" decision can
be made using these data and a single-bit result can be passed on to later stages of lookup.
Ideally, the internal interconnections of the Logic Box would be programmable so that new

trigger paths could be implemented by routing a given set of signals to a given lookup table
at each intermediate stage.

As discussed in the preceediag paragraph, the number of bits provided to the GL1 Logic
Box must be reduced before a final LVL-1 decision can be made. Many of the inputs to the

' GLI trigger are in the form of particle counts or energy sums. We will not be interested in
the exact values of these inputs but rather in whether or not they fall within a given range
of energy or multiplicity. We have designed a device called a Programmable PrescMeable
Multilevel Discriminator (PPMD) that takes as input a number and produces a 3-bit word
indicating which of 7 programmed thresholds the input number exceeds. This device, then,
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Figure 11.4_9: Schematic diagram of a PPMD.

reduces the number of bits that must be used in the GL1 lookup tables for for all multiplicities

and energy sums. The PPMDs provide pre-scalers for each threshold and produce a single
output bit associated with the 3-bit threshold word that can be directly used to produce
pre-scaled triggers. For example a PPMD could be used to produce a multiplicity filter. The
PPMD could be set to trigger on every event above a high multiplicity (for central collisions),
every fourth event above a lower multiplicity (for events of intermediate impact parameters),
and so forth, down perhaps to only every hundredth event above a very low multiplicity (for
grazing collisions). A schematic diagram for a PPMD is shown in Fig. 11.42.

The GL1 Logic Box will produce a mask of trigger bits, one for each trigger decision.
These trigger bits will be passed through a final pre-scale stage _d then ORed to produce
the final LVL-1 trigger decision.
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TRIGGER LVL-1 FIFO ARCHITECTURE i
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Figure11.43:Data flowintoand schematicdiagramofLVL-I FIFO.

LVL-1 FIFO Architecture

The FIFO (First In. First Out) memory architecture proposed for use by the LVL-1
system provides solutions to several problems. These include problems of timing synchro-
nization between different detector subsystems resulting from differences in the number of
stages necessary to perform LVL-1 logic in a pipelined fashion, and access and addressing
requirements imposed as a part of the transition from the hardware pipeline architecture
of LVL-1 and the "event pipeline" structure of the following LVL-2 and DAQ stages. A
schematic diagram of the LVL-1 FIFO architecture and the dataflow into it is shown in
Fig. 11.43.

Figure 11.43 shows that the FIFO architecture fo: LVL-1 actually employs two FIFO
memories. The first of these, denoted on the figure as "pipeline FIFO" retains all information
generated by the LVL-1 system prior to any decision regarding the disposition of the data.
Events enter and leave this FIFO at the beam crossing rate. The second, denoted as "transfer

FIFO," receives all LVL-1 data for those events "accepted" by the logic box as requiring
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furtherattention.Eventsenterthismemory atpseudo-randomtimes,but theyretaintheir

sequentialorder.They leavethememory when LVL-2 indicatesthatallrequiredinformation
fora giveneventhas beenabsorbedby LVL-2.

Each ofthedifferentLVL-I subsystemsprovidinginformationto thepipelineFIFO is
describedelsewhereinthisdocument.Pertinenttothisdiscussionarethefollowingpoints:

I.The algorithmprocessingtime (-_smeasuredinnumber ofbeam crossings)may be

different for each subsystem trigger.

2. The amount of storage required for each subsystem trigger varies from a few bits
generated by the logic box to several thousand words generated by the EMCal trigger
subsystem.

3. At the end of the LVL-1 pipeline, a decision must be made to accept or reject the event
corresponding to that particular pipeline time slot.

4. The decisions implied by item (3) above must be made for each beam crossing at the
beam crossing rate.

As proposed for LVL-1. one may think of the first event entering the pipeline hardware.
As discussed elsewhere, the subsystem requiring the least processing time is the MVD. The
data from tha_ subsystem requires only a few beam crossings to process, at which time the
da_a is passed on to a portion of the pipeline FIFO memory system and immediately falls
through to the output pins where it will remain until it is strobed with a "read" command.

The latest data generated by LVL-1 comes from the GL1 box. which actually makes the
"'accept/reject" decision. Here certain information associated with the decision making pro-
cess is passed on to the pipeline FIFO within only a few beam crossings of the "accept/reject"
signal.

The remaining subsystems all provide information to the FIFO memory at times in-
termediate between these extremes. The important point is that if the first "read" signal

transferring information out of the FIFO is delayed until all subsystems have submitted their
first inputs, then that event from each subsystem "falls" through the FIFO to arrive at its
output pins rime-aligned with all the other subsystems. Since further inputs occur at the
beam crossing rate, all further data retains its appropriate time alignment simply because
all events are strictly sequential in time.

The necessary timing control hardware responsible for starting and stopping the pipeline
FIFO is depicted in the lower left corner of Fig. 11.43. where it is designated "PFG" (pipeline .,

FIFO gate). This unit consists a of series of delay flip-flops driven by an SR flip-flop. Each
delay flip-flop provides an outpu_ to a two-input AND circuit whose second input is driven
by the BC clock stream. The outputs from these AND's become the clock streams for each
level of the pipeline logic.

In i_s "off" state, the SR flip-flop injects zeros into the delay chain, so that all the clock
streams for the pipeline stages are turned off. When the control flip-flop is set "on," that
change ripples through the PFG, turning on each each stage of the pipeline clock stream in the
appropriate order so that a "wave" of operation propagates through the pipeline hardware.
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Startingthepipelineoperationinthisfashionissufl:icienttoensurethatallelementsofthe

"first"eventreachthepipelineFIFO appropriatelytimed.Likewise,thesame logicinsures
thatwhen thepipelineisswitchedoff.the variouspipelinestagescontinuetofunctionin
such a manner thatthe pipelineFIFO isemptiedof allinformationin accordancewith

appropriatedecisionsby thelogicbox.
Under staticoperatingconditions,theelementsofthe pipelineFIFO exhibit_'depths"

appropriatetotheparticularsubsystemdatastreamwithwhichitisassociated.The "deep-
est"FIFO would be those elements accepting information from the MVD, while the FIFO
acceptinginformationfrom the logicbox would nevercontainmore than a few piecesof
information.

Alleventsacceptedby thelogicbox arepassedon tothetransferFIFO. Thismemory

servesprimarilyasa datastoragebufferforLVL-2. Howeveritalsomarks thepointatwhich

thetriggerand dataprocessingmechanismchangesfroma synchronouspipelineorganization
to an "event"pipelineorganization.As a partofthi:stransition,theverylongdataword

which is the transfer FIFO output, is subdivided in a manner appropriate to the addressing
scheme required by LVL-2. so that information from each subsystem for a given event may
be readily located within some consistent format. A given event, as represented by the entire
data word at the output of transfer FIFO, would be retained until such time as LVL -o decides
that it is no longer needed (i.e.: to be read out or discarded), then a read command to the
transfer FIFO would transfer the next word to the output pins for consideration.

1 1.3.4 Level-2 Trigger

Algorithms

To develop the requirements and specifications of the LVL-2 triggering system, knowledge
of the algorithms intended for use in this system is necessary. Table 11.8 lists the rates
for production of various physics observables which experience from ongoing AGS and SPS
heavy-ion experiments suggests may be of interest.

In this calculation, the rates for hadronic observables were calculated using the limited

solid-angle high-resolution time-of-flight wall only. The event rate has been obtained bv
limiting the tape-writing rate to our stated limit of 20 Mbyte/sec, assuming no LVL-1 re-
duction beyond what is necessary to bring the raw event rate down to 31 kHz, and no LVL-2
enhancement of the given observables. The table makes it clear that the rates for most of
the hadronic observables are sufficient to provide necessary statistics in a matter of days for
all systems except p + A collisions. For example, even in central O + O collisions with no
LVL-1 or LVL-2 selection, we would record 5000 K.K + pairs per day. To do a straight-
forward two-dimensional HBT analysis we would want of order 50K pairs, which could be
accumulated in 10 days of running. Clearly we would like to do better than this since we
will want to run other physics in parallel, but the raw untriggered rates are within a factor
of 10 of what we might reasonably expect. On the other hand, the rates for true electron
pairs and muon pairs are down by a factor of 100. Clearly, the most important function of
the LVL-2 trigger will be to enhance our ability to record these rare events on tape relative
to themore common events.
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